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WXSL% FOR CUCUMXDB 
Wallace Davis, Jr. 
Different daeontaainetiee factors far l**I and l * l l ara 
frequently invoked in eaviroanental iapect reports concerned 
with nuclear feel recycle. Selected differences, or ratios, 
have w t batai justified oa the basis of will—itical nedalT 
or experimental data. This report presents a description of 
tfce origins or thasa differences in tana of isotoyie ex-
chaasa and material balaars eaamtiems far the 
long-lived (or stable) isotoyas. Tha ratios of 
tion factors can ba calculated when tbara is raaplite attain* 
•ant of isotopic iTirtwngi between gas- or UqpisVphese iodine 
and iodine sorbed by a solid or liquid. If tbara is no 
exchange, decontaaiaation factors ara isotoae-iaCspandent 
unless nmtarial recycle occurs within the system. Betwaea 
these extremes, tbara can ba decontanination factors whose 
ezplanatioo requires experinantal determination of the extant 
of exchange. The aodel applies to other radioactive isotopes 
of iodine as well as to other tlaasnts with snort- oat long* 
lived (or stable) isotopes. 
1. IITBODOCTIOK 
The extents to which the iodine isotopes & M I sad l M I are 
fron gaseous or liquid stream by various traatnent systaas ara frequently 
pnisuaed to be different. For example, Tarbro presents retention factors 
of 20 and ko for ***X and l , , I , respectively, based2 oa the buildup and 
revalorisation of iodine from solutions; such revaporixation night reduce 
the 1 M I retention relative to m X by a factor of 2 to 10. Staff 
of Allied-General luelcer Services3 have presented retention factors in 
the ratio 5/1 (fevering the retention of m X ) s two survey reports ' 
assign deconteainatioo factors (BTs) if 3000 end 600 for I M I and W , I . 
^^ ti-d,, mt.mnrmm* • m . M im~ -1T.U mm *. 
of 7^0 and 75» respectively. 
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These differaacee ia retention of iodine isotopes are based on the 
recognition of radioactive decay of ***I (half-lift « S.05 days) as ac 
effective "dirnin enfant Inn" or "retention" factor which, huweuer, does 
aot amply tc & a *I (half-life - 1.6 x 10* years); SOB* of them are also 
•atad OB the existence of pathway! by which iodine can be recycled within 
feel reprocessing plants, thereby effectively redwing decontamination 
factors. Alttaegh recycle and the enalitative difference between short-
end long-lived isotopes have been used in emlyrlng the effectiveness 
of process eoninnent, each as silver zeolites, in retaining iodine, 
appamitly no detailed description of the various factors has been given. 
The purpose of this report is to ft leant seen a description in terns of 
isotonic exchange, neterial balance conations, and naterial recycle, and 
to inggeit nethods for obtaining the fee experinental data needed to 
ascertain the extent of exchange. 
2. THE PDDtX AID DBPIUTIOB 
anile the nodel presented here applies to other elenents and their 
isotopes, definitions are given in terns of a very mall aass (a tracer 
eaantity) of a short-lived isotope, i a i I , and a relatively very large 
enentlty of nonradioactive isotopes of the sane element. In this context, 
ae well as for tines less than 1000 years, 1 M I is treated as "stable." 
He consider iodine as one of the consonants of a gas stream entering 
a sorption system (see Fig. 1} that can chemically or physically trap a 
portion of the iodine. Silver oo l i t e beds an? solutions of nercuric 
nitrate in nitric acid are lynmylai of such systems. Iodine accumulates 
in the unit, which, eventually, nust be regenerated or replaced when its 
sorption capacity starts to decrease or falls below some specified value. 
the following definitions apply: 
ST « equipment decontamination factor that applies to bulk iodine 
when the flow pattern is given by Fig. 1(a), fe/Qj; 
OF* • decontamination factor for '* ' l , %/a*; 
DT* * decontamination factor for stable or long-lived isotope, 
0J/0J (differs fron OT when there is recycle, as in Fig. 1(b)}; 
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= superscript to refer tc » value at the zero reference tine; 
f * fractional attaintnt of equilibrium isotopic exchange 
between the gas-phase atone of iodine in the sorter and 
those "fixed" on the sorbent before sone of t!.; atoms leave 
the sorter (0 * f * 1); 
k * <n [1 - (1 - fKa?/<«]> » conbined rate, constant or tine-
dependent, applicable to Fig. 1(a), day'1; 
ife * nttajber of atons, or giam atoms, of 1 3 1 I "tuced" oore or less 
tightly in the *. ait; 
nmber of al l atoms, or gram-atoms, of iodine that are "fixed" 
more or less tightly in the sorbent; 
cfc « the rate, constant or time-dependent, at which 1 9 1 I enters 
the sorter, atoms/day or gram-atoms /day (or other time unit); 
the rate, considered to be essentially constant v.-he bulk of 
the iodine is stable or long-lived i a * I ) , at which all iodine 
enters the sorter, atoms/day or gram atoms/day; 
the rate at which X**I leaves the sorter, atoms /day or 
gram-atoms/day; 
the rate at which all iodine leaves the sorter, atoms/day 
or gram-atoms/day; 
the rate at which X , 1 I leaves the sorption unit [Fig. Kb)] 
to report to a holdup tank, atoms/day or gram atoms/day; 
the rate, constant or time-dependent, at which iodine leaves 
the sorption unit 1 [Fig. 1(b)] to report to a holdup tank, 
atoms/day or gram atijmi/day; 
the rate at which i n l i s recycled to the sorption unit, 
atoms/day or grma-atoms/day; 
the rate at which iodine is recycled to the sorption unit, 
atoms/day or grim-atoms/day; 
t • time, days or amy other appropriate unit; 
X « the decay constant of the short-lived species, day"1 (or 
reciprocal of time i f another time unit is used) - O.086l 
any"1 for ***!; 
tya * half-life of short-lived isotope, 8.09 days in the case of 
m X . 
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3. IUCKAB FUEL REPKXJESSIK 
Calculations presented in this report are based on material balance 
equations and isotopic exchange 'which cay vary from 0 to 100£ in degree 
of completeness). The material balance equations can be quite numerous, 
depending on the complexity of the sorption and recycle systems used in 
a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant to reduce the quantities of iodine, or 
other eleaenc with radioactive isotopes, discharged to toe environment. 
Only two types of sorption systems are analyzed in this report. The f irs t . 
Fig. If & , is a no-recycle system; the second involves recycle in the 
system socm. in Fig. 1(b). 
5.1 Sorption Without Recycle 
In this case, the material-balance equations for X 3 1 I and total iodine 
entering and leaving a sorbent bed may be written as: 
dni/dt = :& - * - Xm , (1) 
and 
,/dt = Q» - % - Xm . (2) 
The term In* in these equations accounts for the loss, by decay, of 
Before extending the mathematical analysis of Eqs. (1) and (2), i t 
i s worth noting the magnitudes of the several flow rates. As summarized 
in Table 1, typical values of the average rates, Cfc, at which a l l iodine 
species wi l l report to the jriaary iodine-removal units in plants 
reprocessing light-water reactor (UiR) fuels, high-temperature gas-cooled 
reactor (ETGR) fuels, and liquid-mttal-cooled fast breeder reactor vIMFBlO 
fuels wil l be about 10 g-etoms/day. The stable Isotope X > 7 I and the 
long-lived ***I (half-l ife - 1.6 x l<f years) contribute nearly a l l the 
s of fe. Similarly, the flow of 1 3 i I , q», into the primary iodine 
units i s in the order of 10"7 g-atem/day into IMt and HTGR fuel 
reprocessing plants, at reprocessing time, and 1<T* g-atom/day into the 
primary sorber of the D m fuel reprocessing riant. If decontamination 
factors (DFs) for these units are i s the order of 10 to ICC, the flow, 
6 
Table 1. Expected rates of flow of iodine isotopes ir. L«H. 
RTJR, and IMF3R fuel reprocessing plant? 
Type of reactor fuel processed 
Flow rate I*Ra HTGPb IHFBr" 
1 3 1 I , Ci/day U.6 2.5 .0 >: 10 3 
c&, g-atoms/day 2.8 x 10"* 1.5 x 10" 7 1.7 x 10** 
1 8 9 I , g-atons/day 8.9 8.8 10.? 
Total I , Qx, g-atoms/day 10.5 1 1 . 0 15.5 
eased on averages from Tables k.2 and U.5 of ref. 7 for fuel l6c days 
after discharge from the reactor. Original outpat from the OP.ICEB 
coder was used as the source of gram-atoms per metric ton of heavy 
metal (MTHf). The capacity of the IMR fuel reprocessing plant is 
assiued u> be 1500 HTHM/year. 
Based on Table H.8 of ref. 7 for fuel 160 days after discharge from 
the reactor. Original output from the ORIGEH coder was used as the 
source of gram-atoms/MTHM. The capacity of the HTGR fuel reproee.-sine 
plant is assumed to be ^50 KTHM/year. 
cBased on Table k.lk of ref. 7 for fuel 90 days after discharge frca the 
reactor. Original output from the ORICEH code^ was used as the source 
of gram-atoms/MFHM. The capacity jf the IMFBR fuel reprocessing plant 
i s assumed to be 1500 MFHM/year. 
v«, of total iodine out of the primary sorter would be in the range 0.1 
to 1 g-atom/day for al l of the fuel reprocessii^ plants; the flows, qg, 
of 1 3 1 I out of the primary sorters would be in the range 10"9 to 10"* 
g-atom/day in EWR and HTGR fuel reprocessing plants and 10"6 to 10"e 
g-atom/day in the IWBR fuel reprocessing plant. 
The amount, z.\, of 1 3 1 I retained within a sorbent will be calculated 
below; however, i - i s easy to demonstrate that, because of decay, the 
inventory of this nuclide, will not jxceed that which flows into the sorbent 
aver a period turn /In 2 (about 11.6 times the daily input rate in the cv.e 
of 1 3 X I ) . Therefore, m will be les3 than 3.3 x 10~ 6, 1.7 x 10"®, and 
2.2 x 10"3 for IMR, HTGR, and IMFBR fuel reprocessing plants, respectively; 
the product Xm i s less than the rp.te at which 1 3 1 I enters the plant 
(Table 1). It i s apparent, 'therefore, that Xni will be much smaller thin 
Qa or (fc for the primary iodine-removal unit of fuel reprocessing plants. 
[Exceptions to this occur if IF is *l(f for the IMFBR fuel reprocessing 
plant or 216* for WR or HFGR fuel reprocessing plants; in s*£h instances. 
Xni (max) and % could be nearly equal. ] In this case, the term *n» could 
be deleted from E^. (2) without introducing significant errors, to give: 
«i/dt » « * - ^ . (•:• 
Integration of Eq. (3) leads to the very good approximation 
% - 3? • (<« - o*)t . (V; 
If nc exchange occurred between fresh atoms entering the sorter and 
those already "fixed." the SFs for both l 3 1 I and stable isotopes would be 
equal, and equal to the equipment If, naoely 
DF* = DF' 5F - » / * = Qi/Qi ; 
and 
* - ( » / ^ ) % 
T O 
'6} 
If there is complete exchange between atoms in the gas phase and con­
densed phase in the sorter, 
9 * ( m / * i ) * • (?) 
More generally, for a fractional exchange, f, 
cm = [{1 - f ) { » / % ) • f(m/Ki)]Ck . 
On substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), we obtain: 
dm/dt « q, - [ { 1 - f ) ( » / * ) • f(m/Rx)]<fc - \i% . 
Rearrangement of Eq. (9l yields: 
dm/dt • (X • f%/*i)n» « q»[l - (1 - f ) W * I . 
(8) 
(9) 
(ic) 
In general, a simple, closed-form solution of Eq, (10) does not 
exist; however, in several important cases, m say be approximated 
adequately by a closed-form solution to a simplified form of Eq. (lCi. 
8 
In these cases, a desk calculator can be used to calculate OP*, the 
decantsadnation factor for l * l I with a short half-lift, as contrasted to 
values of DF*, the decontamination factors far stable isotopes ( i r*I) 
or those with long half-lives (e.g., ***I), which will equal DP. 
After an initial shakedown, or startup, period, nuclear fuel 
reprocessing plants are expected to approach a type of steady state in 
operations wherein the activity of each radioactive nuclide in spent fuel 
reporting to head-end operations becomes nore or less constant. This 
condition corresponds to both 
<b • constant (11*) 
% « constant . (lib) 
Typical values of % for l 3 l I and of % *or 1 M I and the stable 1 , T I for 
expected operations in LWR, RTGR, and IMPBP. fuel reprocessing plants are 
listed in Table 1. 
The system of differential equations .escribed in Eos. (1) and (2) 
was integrated numerically using the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
procedure. Appendix A contains a listing of the FORTRAM-IV program exeept 
o, 
for the Runge-Kutta subroutine, RKLDEQ, of Res tor. Results of calculations 
in which only Of was varied and the other parameters were held constant 
art summarised in Fig. 2. It is apparent that, for any particular DP* 
(• DF) for bulk iodine (***I or l * 7 T ) , the value V for " X I will continue 
to increase with time as long as complete isotopic exchange occurs; 
alternatively, if the Measured DF» for i r n I is constant, the W* for X 8 * I 
or 1 3 T 1 must be decreasing as long as any isotopic exchange occurs. 
The extent of exchange is an important parameter, as shown in Figs. 
3 and k'f however, there do not appear to be any data which can be used to 
test the model of this report and to yield a value for this parameter. The 
10 data of Ackley and Davis, discussed below, imply that nearly complete 
isotopic exchange was achieved in their experiments on trapping of iodine 
on silver zeolite. "Bearlv complete" might mean a value of f as low as 
0.8 (perhaps lower) or as large as 1 because of the uncertainties in the 
experimental values of DF*. 
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As aaationed above, Eq. (10) has eolations that any bt expressed if. 
closed fbm for cartel* boanamry eoaditioBS. One such situation occurs 
•ken f%M « * - For l 3 l I , X - 8.61 x Vf* day*1. Thus, w* refer to 
for Kiiw* fQ»/fc « fWlaf • (* - 0 J H 3 « 8.6 x KT* day' 1. 
a? • 0. and a£ - 0. , this requites that (AT - 1)U » f. 
Such a ceaditlen i s satisfied, for IIITBBBII, i f BT* (stahla i r r l ) 
5 when f « 1. aud tha sorhaat has been iu os« for 25 eays or 
t; i t is also satisfied even for a BT* valne as low as 2 after the had 
has been ia vat for 100 days or anre and f i s as lev as 0.$. For seeh 
coaditioas, Iq. (10) aay Vaaalaced with tha siaeler fom 
dat/dt • Vat • k . (12) 
the solution to this equation is: 
» « X U - •"**> - (13) 
ay substituting las. (%) eat (13) into Iq. (8), the quantity, q», of 
***I leering the sorbent is fbead to he: 
% - f (X - f)(*/<•) • f»t* * tfc *J£$M ' ^ ^ J Q , . (1*) 
•y ttsiaf Iq. (5) to define the » for hulk iodine and using 
If* - <fcAio » (15) 
we obtain 
W * r r - . (16) 
Equation (16) suojaarises the aoltl of isotonic exchange when nf • 0, 
nf • 0, and f^/aj « X, Two exaaplas of its use are presented in the 
subsections that follow. 
^ , v * •«,*<. -...*-• i ^ r ^ - - . > -'.a<«." .^. vw\-*e^---^:!we§jjp*s*^^ 
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3.1.1 YolJes of PF» ?br tte case of no exchange 
In this case, f • 0 *ui ET« « DF mt *U ttaes. 
3.1.2 Tilnes of g * for tte case of complete tatchsnt 
la this ease, f ~ 1 and OF* * (BF - l)Xt/(l - e" X t ) . Sine* 
(BF - l)Xt » 1 in this ssanpla, we find that 
nr»/*r •» l/ir • (i - i/sr)u . (r?) 
R n r f c t son from Fig. 2 that tte ratio increases ss tte BF value er 
tin* increases; further, tte intercepts n o nearly 1/lbF and tte slopes 
of tte UnaST portions of tte carves (t > 100 days) are nearly (1 . 1/DFH, 
es required by Eq. (17). The ratio Bf/EF is nearly independent of IF 
when V * 100. 
Tte ratios shown in Fig. 2 for f * 1 increase to about 10 for tines 
in tte order of » month*. Both this factor of 10 and the tine period 
are pertinent in analysing the performance of process equipment. Expecta­
tions or observations of Vf/UP in tte order of 10 inply considerable 
swrhange (80ft or nore) of l a l I with tte nassive quantities of t t T I end 
***I collected in sorbents; Fig. 2 shows that the factor should increase 
to approxinately 30 after tte equipment has parfomed at design values 
for a year or nore. However, the absence of significantly better per-
fonance of a sorbent bed for l a i I then for 1**I alnost certainly corresponds 
to a snail degree (50% or less) of isotopic exchange. 
3.2 Sorption Kith Recycle 
The nass-balance equations used in Sect. 3,1 pertain to a specific 
sorption systen [Fig. 1(a)] whose design does not Include provisions for 
recycle of tte element of interest, such as iodine. Hence they ere not 
applicable to tte nany cases of importance in nuclear fuel reprocessing 
where recycle is an Integral step; each of these cases requires individual 
analys s. Besides the once-through sorption unit of Fig, 1(a), only one 
other type of sorption systen is considered in this report, namely the 
recycle system of Fig. 1(b). In this system, iodine is sorbed up to 
Ik 
sene aaadaun value, I(aax); concurrently, part of the input iodine reports 
to a reservoir, 2(a vast* teak), which nay either be tha final storage 
a tank froa which iodine can ba sparged back to tha sorption 
Differential •uaatieas needed to describe tha systca of Fig. 
1(b) are nore aaaeruut and conplicmted than those needed to describe tha 
systen of Fie. 1(a); hiwaiei, tha calculations can easily ba performed 
a ccaaattur is aerailabla. 
Using the definitions of fact. 2, tha eouetioas to describe tha systen 
•f Fig. 1(b) ere as follow: 
•at/a* -%-<*,-<*,• <*. - *a» , (18) 
da*/* . o* . Q, - 1* , (19) 
dm/dt » a i - a j ~ a j * % - l a t
 f (20) 
aaa/dt * oj -
 % - Xa, . (21) 
It is apparent that Eqs. OB) and (20) reduce to Eos. (2) and (1), 
respectively, when fe * <* « 0. 
Equations (1A)-(21) can be analysed only after sona boundary conditions 
have been specified. These conditions any ba represented in various ways, 
saefe as tha flow rates shown for two concepts in Fig. 5. This figure is 
based on tha nsa of a aminaai tenacity of the sorbent to trap iodine and 
oa the continuous discharge (as fron a aercuric nitrate scrubber discharging 
to a waste tank) of part of tha trapped iodine. The particular 
aaalyml in this report is based on two assunations: 
(1) The iodine leaves trap 1 and reports to storage tank 2 at 
a rata given by 
<e> - ft C , (22) 
tha rate constant U is defined as 
U » la 2/T**a (23) 
aad Ti/s i« the tine required for half tha capacity of the 
sorbant 1 to ba expended, perhaps 60 days. 
(2) Tha anount of ijdine recycled froa unit 2 to the aain strean 
is proportional to the anount of iodine contained in unit 2. 
In this case, 
T^P^"^^S(BWlW^"r>>"«« 
—P iwwjtunwi HW npia 
lj 
ONL MO 75- lOSt 
Pig. 5. Two types of fLov patterns for the recycle systi 
in Pig. l',b). snovn 
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Q. = B* . :rU) 
Since trap 1 is assumed to have a M T I — capacity, H(aax), the maximum 
flow of iodine to tank 2 is 
<b(nax) = »i(max) U . (25) 
This occurs when trap 1 is saturated with iodine, 
<flh/dt = 0 , 
in which case 
9 - (e(Mx) =Qi - <«. • <» - XJ* 
and 
9(s*x) * (Q» • ^ )(1 - 1/HF) - Xni . 
Using Eqs. (22) and (25), 
%/Qi(aM) - % U / [ * ( M « ) U ] . 
Thus 
<» - [Bj/*(»«a)]t(Qi • Cfc)(l - 1/DF) - Xu»3 . 
In this sane example, we use 
9 * (n»/H»)<* » (3D 
9 * (ne/aj)Q» » Raj , (32) 
and 
9 - 1(1 - f)(9 • 9)/(Qi • fc) • f(ni/Hi)]^ i . (?3) 
Equations (l8)-(i') fo*» the basis of the computer program listed in 
Appendix A; this program produced the results shown in Figs. ?.-k for a 
system in which there is no recycle of iodine; it produced the results 
showr in fig. 6(a) and 6(b) for a system with recycle. 
(26) 
U7) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
Fig. 6. Effects of tia», recycle, and fractional exchange on 
relative decontamination factor*, (a) Por 1 , 7 I ; (b) for l * l l . In 
both cases, DP (equipaent) « 20, T^/
 fl » - 60 days, R « l i l(f3. 
IS 
a. M B M l O a Y EXPEHMEftTS 
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Many laboratory stadias, such as those of Acklay and Davis, land 
themselves to testing the aodel proposed in this report. In such studies, 
a quantity of stable iodine is spiked with tracer iodine, such as l 3 * I , 
1 , 0 1 , or x a i I , which is passed through a sorbent bad until its level of 
radioactivity becomes too low for accurate counting. In contrast to the 
situation in Sect. 3, the quantity % in these experiments is, therefore, 
tin-dependent according to the relation 
qt * qt e ; (5*0 
and Eq. (10) btconer 
dm/dt * {X* fWKOm » «° e"X t , (-5) 
k° - q f C l - ( 1 - f)<ki/<a3 . '-6) 
Equation (36) can be integrated analytically to yield 
ffc/«a-fe) 
•{I*-«M •*}•-•1 -"fl-r-^IImM • ^ r « ' U - :?7) 
Finally, the quantity DP* is calculated as 
- ^ ^ • > ^ [ a V . ; ] n C M 1 ^ - ™ 
As exaaples of the application of the model presented here, either by 
use of Eqs. (1) and (2), Eq, (10), or Eq. (37), we reanalyze data from 
Tables 1 and 2 of ref. 10 pertaining to tha sorption of iodine by a 265 
(Ag* for la exchanged) silver zeolite. The following data are derived 
from these tables, in the nomenclature of this report. An air stream 
containing 1» with tracer l9*I(t%M * 60 days) was passed into each of 
ten test beds for 196 days. At the end of this period, each bed loading 
was >».02 ag/nl. The radioactivity level of the tracer was then increased 
about 500 times and the experiment continued. Samples ware taken 90 
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end 15* days after the l H I activity had been increased, that i s , at total 
elapsed tiaes of 286 and ?5C days. loadings at »hese tiaes were 7.01 and 
9.19 ag/nl, respectively. The flow of I« was stopped occasionally Murine 
the f irst 266 days of these experiments, and 0*1 with 1 3 ° I tracer 
( V e * 12.% hr) ens injected instead. By this method. sorption of both 
I , ead Clfel as the seae bed w aeasured. 
In applying Eqs. (37) and (38) to the first 196 days of la sorption. 
ae use the coaaitifla that the bed <"<«»1"»y contained no iodine. This i s 
equivalent to: 
a? » if « 0 . (39) 
This condition allows Eq. (37) to be simplified to: 
* « q° {1 - l /DT)te- X t , (%C; 
and the rate at which 1**I was discharged from the bed is given, by use 
of Eqs. (8) f (IB), ead (%0), as 
0
 --**/« i * l : 
result is obtained qi (« a? e" X t) is divided by 
that is. 
ET* « IF 
for a l l values of f. Thus, the aodel does satisfy one expected condition, 
namely, the decontamination factor obtained for the tracer is the sane 
as that for the bulk iodiae, regardless of how complete the exchange might 
be, as long as a single batch of traced iodine i s being used. 
a new batch of traced iodiae is used i s a system previously 
to this element, but at a different specific radioactivity of 
tracer, the decontealaation factor for the tracer generally no longer 
equals the D7 for bulk iodine. Instead, W > DF i f the specific 
radioactivity of the new batch is higher than that of the previous 
and W < V If i t is l ess . The reason for these inequalities nay 
seen by examining the tern <nfo/q? - •?) of Eq, (38), Tracer end 
one, 
be 
bulk 
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iodia* inventories of the sorbent at the end of the usage of one batch 
of sorbate are n? and mf, respectively- If the bulk iodine flow rate, 
Qi. is held constant, an increase in the tracer activity corresponds to 
an increase in of. to a decrease in (n°<a/«fc - I?) and, therefore, to an 
increase in DF» according to Eq. (38). On the other hand, changing to 
o 
a sorbate with lower activity corresponds to a decrease in ;&, to an 
increase in (%%/% - •?) and, hence, to a decrease in OF*. 
Experiments are performed with tracers to utilize particle or 
photon counting technique*, which are usually much sore accurate than 
noma! chemical techniques, especially for obtaining the rate at which 
a trapped species leaves a highly efficient sorbent bed. Equation (38) 
cannot be rearranged to solve directly for the bulk-iodine DF for the 
aeasured tracer DF #; instead, it is necessary to solve for DF by iterative 
methods. This can be done with a desk calculator or with the short 
conputcr program presented in Appendix B. 
If* 
Using Eq- (3d), a reanalysis of the data of Ackley and Davis per­
taining to sorption of iodine by the 26$ (Ag for Xa exchanged) si lver 
zeolite after the first 196 days of exposure, that i s , after changing 
to iodine with a higher l M I specific activity, shows that SF* increased 
for constant DF. Some of the calculated values derived fro* Eq. (3d) 
are l i s ted in Table 2 . The BF*/DP ratio, which i s in excess of 2.3 after 
286 days of exposure and nearly 1.8 at 350 days, i s of particular interest. 
By contrast, Ackley and Davis estinmted this ratio to be in the order of 
k. Specific activities of sorbed inlet and exit gas-phase iodine, in 
nill icuries per gran of iodine, are also l isted in Table 2. Since 100$ 
exchange was assumed, the sorbed-phase specific activity and exit gas-phase 
activity are equal. 
Heny >jf the data in ref.lO show DF*s for tracer iodine that were too 
Ugh to aeesure with the particular specific activity in use. In the 
example reanalyzed here, the DF*s with the original traced iodine were 
l x l O * a M 5 x l O * a t 3 5 a n d T 7 days, respectively; at 1*0 and 196 days, 
the DF*s were too large to determine with the low specific activity of 
1 M I in stable iodine. These tracer EFas are equal to the bulk DF=, as 
explained above. Data obtained with the higher-activity ioiine, introduced 
Table ?. Calculations of DF* for stable l i , I from DF* valuta for l i * I of Aoklty and Davis 10 
lure History Through 19^ Days 
ni, inventory of ™ I , g-atoms 
Mi. Inventory of l , , I • l i , X , g-
Exposure ^. _, _. _„_ 
l.<*E-i3 
..atoms 9.01E-0H 
ni/Ki, Inventory ratio 1.lot-10 
Specific activity, mCi j M l / g I 2.00K-03 
Properties of Second Batch of l t § I - t r a c e d Iodine* 
oji/wj, flow-rate **tio U.15E-08 
Specific activity. mCi i a , l / g I 9.58i>00 
Elapsed Exposure Tine, days ?B6 350 
Gas-phase Iolet Plow Ratio (%/fe), g-atoms l i *l /g-atom I :\05E-08 9.73E-09 
Gas-phase Inlet Specific Activity, mCi x , , I / g I <,5^E-01 1.68E-01 
Oas-phese Exit Specific Activity, mCi 1 0 l / g I I.U9E-OI 9.UPE-0? 
Sorbed-phaae Inventory Ratio ( m M ) . g-»toms l i i I /g -a toms I 8.65E-09 5.*»7K-09 
Sorbed-phase Specific Activity, mCi l M I / g I 1.U9E-01 9.l£E-(P 
Ratio of ga^-phase to condensed-phise specific radioactivity 
falro - <q»/Q» )/<n»/*»)] r.."^ 1.7« 
Reported DP* k, K*U 9. K*3 
Calculated DF (for bulk iodine) I.69E+U 5.0YK*' 
*The reference time for the second batch i s the zero tine of the flrut batch. 
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at 196 days, were used to calculate additional values of bulk DFs, namely 
1.7 x 10* at 286 days and 5.1 x 10* at 350 days. In essence, the data for 
exposures of 35, 77, 286, and 350 days show bulk DFs of U x 10* to 
2 x 10*; the geometric mean is 8.1 x 10* and the uncertainty is 2.1 to l/'.l 
tines the nean. These four values sho<r that, within a factor of 2, the bulk 
DF for iodine did not change during the 350 &?ys of the test; loading at 
350 days was about 9.2 nig of I* per milliliter of the 26% (Ag for Ha 
exchanged) silver zeolite. It should be noted that the values for the 
DF*,'DF ratio at 286 and 350 days are ba;en on 100)6 exchange of iodine 
nuclides between gas and condensed phases; such complete exchange (f - 1) 
makes the data at the longer times compatible with those at shorter times. 
Values of f somewhat less than 1 (perhaps as low as 0.9) might similarly 
be consistent with the data. 
10 
The data of Ackley and Davis on CHjI trapping are not. subject to as 
nearly -inique interpretation as are the iodine data. Instead, the following 
hypotheses are equally valid: 
(1) There was no exchange between iodine trapped as Is and that 
introduced as CR»J. T n this case, the tracer DFs (DF*) are 
equal to the DFs for bulk CHsI. 
(2) Complete exchange occurred between iodine trapped as I 3 and 
that introduced as CHjI. In this case, there is no physically 
significant solution to Eq. (38). 
(3) There was partial exchange between iodine trapped as I a and 
that introduced as CH»I. In this case, as in Case 2, DF* and 
DF are rot equul. 
Equation (38) can be greatly simplified when the pertinent 
experiment involves a very brief injection of one chemical 
species into a sorbent that already contains sorbate in a 
different chsnical form - CH»I and I a i. this case. Since 
1 3 0 I was used to trace CHal while l 3*I was used to trace 
Ie, the variables in Eq. (38) have the following values: 
fli ( 1 3 0I) •- 0 in all 0K»I injection tests; the quantity of 
iodine deposited as CH»I was very small comp?«red with that 
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previously deposited as I*, in which case Ni *• Hi, or 
H?/H» * 1. With these boundary conditions, 
EF« ^  1 
EF 1 - f ' 
The ratio of IPs for Ch» i a 0I and CR» i a' rI cannot be determined 
since f is not know. A plot of this ratio vs f is similar to 
tha upper curves in Fig. 3- Thus, for example, EF*/EP has 
the values 1., 1.%, and lk.€, respectively, when f assumes 
the values 0.0, 0.5, and O.96. 
Only in Case 1, which may be valid (but is not known to be), do the 
data on CBal trapping have a simple interpretation. The possibility that 
Case 3 is valid means, in terms of the present model, that the magnitude 
of the bulk K" for Ch»I on the zOf. (Ag* for Ma* exchanged) silver zeolite 
cannot be specified. To obtain unambiguous values of this DP for Ch»I, it 
will be necessary to perform long-term tests, such as those performed with 
iodine, in which reference data are obtained with Ch»I at two successively 
higher tracer levels. The extent of exchange of iodine between gaseous 
and sorted CHiI could be determined from such measurements. 
5. DISCUSSION AND COHCLUSIOSS 
The model for trapping of short- and long-lived (including stable) 
isotopes of a chemical element presented in this report is based on simple 
concepts, namely, material balances across the trap, material recycle, and 
isotopic exchange. In the case of iodine trapping, the sorbate could be 
gaseous iodine in an air stream and the sorbent could be a solution of 
Hg(BOa)a in HHCa or a bed of silver zeolite. Material-balance equations 
such as (1) and (2), or (18)-(21), include loss of a short-lived isotope 
by decay; the role of exchange is contained in Eq. (8) for a no-recycle 
system and in Eq. (33) for a particular recycle system. Two applications 
of the model are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
In a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, the specific activity of 1 3 1 I 
will be approximately independent of time after initial shakedown operations. 
The model predicts, for a no-recycle system, that the decontamination factor 
2k 
for * X I , namely DF*. will increase uniformly as long as iodine inventory 
on the sorter is significantly less than the sorter capacity, that is, as 
long as the decontamination factor for bulk iodine, Ef, remains constant 
and if complete isotopic exchange occurs between .Iodine in the sorbate and 
that in the trap. If the exchange is less than complete, the DF*/EF 
ratio will increase to an approximately constant value that depends on 
the extent of exchange. Incipient exhaustion of the trap - namely 
breakthrough - will correspond to a cessation of increase in CF»/EF. 
Depending on the value of IF for the trap, the DF*/DF ratio could increase 
to 30 or more during %00 days of operation of a trap for l 3 l I in x a 7 I 
or ia9L; that is, " l I will be removed in the order of 30 times more 
effectively, because of its radioactive decay, than will the other two 
isotopes, as shown in Figs. 2 and k for complete isotopic exchange. 
In a process involving recycle, the decontamination factors of all isotopes 
will be lower than those of a no-recycle system by amounts that can be 
accurately calculated from the mass-balance equations if the degree of 
exchange is known. 
In a laboratory experiment, the i,a—,m use over an extended period of 
time of a batch of traced iodine corresponds to a specific activity that 
decreases with time. As long as this same batch of traced iodine is used, 
the decontamiuation factors for tracer and bulk iodine remain equal, 
regardless of the degree of chemical exchange. However, when a second 
batch is introduced into a trap that has been previously exposed to 
iodine with a lower or a higher specific activity, the decontamination 
factors for tracer and bulk iodine will not be equal unless there is no 
isotopic exchange. laboratory experiments performed sequentially with 
iodine at two significantly different specific activities can be used 
to measure both the efficiency of a trap and the degree of isotopic 
exchange. 
The fractional isotopic exchange, f, is a function of physicochemical 
processes that have not been described in the derivations in this report. 
Such processes include physical adsorption and chemical reactions on 
solids, dissolution, and chemical reaction in solutions. All of these 
processes are temperature-dependent; the chemical reactions are time-
dependent. In addition, mass transfer rate could be an important variable 
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in the evaluation of f- Whereas the nueber of experiments from which f 
can be calculated is small, there are apparently no data from which the 
kinetics of isotonic exchange, on zeolites, in solution scrubbers, etc. 
can be analyze*. In the absence of such data, it is not possible to 
define the range over whi^h several process variables, such as flow rates, 
bed retention time, sorbate concentration, temperature, etc., may change 
without producing a significant change in f. 
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8 . APfEBDIXSS 
i 
,8 
S.l Appendix A: Fuel Beprocessing Plant 'alculations 
The computer subroutine FKP listed In -his Appendix i. b^ed on 
Fig. 1(b) and Zjs. il8)»0-^. "aleula* ions are performed up to statement 
151; calculated values are stored for printing or plotting between 
tatemems 151 and kOl. If the number of eajes in a set of data i: lee: 
than 8, the calculated values are printed according to statements between 
1*01 and 1*51; if the uumwei of cases in a set of data exceeds 3 (but must 
not exceed P.Q with the listed dimensions^, the calculated values :>f DF*'DF 
are platted by use of statements between *51 and 5 71. Tbe plotting 
11 12 
package has previously been described. ' Figures k and 6(a) were 
plotted in this sawner. 
Input required at statement fcl + 1 is described in consent cards of 
subroutine FSP; other input at statements 51 and 51 + 1 is associated 
with terns defined in Sect. 2 and in the following table: 
variable 
Algebraic 
variable 
Program 
variable 
Algebraic 
variable 
DF DF Qi 
HAFUF We Q8ATI0 qi/Qi 
E»{1,1) if TIMED Zero time (usually 0.) 
S»(l,2) 0 4 RECYCL R 
FMC f TEMAX Tin* to load 
sorbent to 
Hi(max) 
9 
i t i r i 2i.» rate »2i C S / H I raaiaa* a 
cawit t* 
rrvaot3,a«sfCf 
rsa 
I SB 
•w *a»s 
IS* 
rsa 
tat 
iaa 
xsa 
xsa —u 9tmmtm BNMtnt 
r« tat* vnrmtm t r v n , t"sia», t u r n 
xsa t a n aiaaaaaaa aan«ii2M.saj. avrxatfJM.iQ. atsraoai 
xsa M M w a f w aarsMt. sraarpw. s a m r o a i , " 3 » » 
xaa ••** i •Baja*aaau»ag.tta».«m.aj)i«.tia>.a»tM».aa.iaa.a xsa atr? 
xsa aa«a atair* at . a. oaaa. caat. a». at. as. cara. siai . sxxe. at. ra, YT 
xsa a n * a m * * n . as. tier 
xaa aata iaaatv imaami9K9ua.mn.majn»»s.»Mm .at m .t» f>t .trp» 
rsa aaxt 
c ——-
c 
c m a 
c • xa • a . » 
c 
c a • axaxaau nac st i r , aavs ret xavxaom 
c • a.2* aars as aa aaaant 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c aaai • xtta • a • ratal m a t art rxa* 
c • a* • xa • a.xs - Ma. rats as aa m w u 
c 
c r m • aaaxr <mn.i|i / at 
c rm • • « ' m i i ^ i i / at 
c »:n • aaait n a a . m / at 
c rati • BSBIV C0C2.9I / ar 
c 
c •tx.Ji • aart or turn «r i»awtttx J xara raacrss aaxr x 
c J • i rat luaiaitx rat ax 
c J • 2 rat aaam-una isatort 
c 
c Tfii • ts f i ,n • ajsjarm. tcrat xa aaxr i 
c T :J I • tap .2) • sraar-txvta iscrort xa aarr i 
c Y!n • tasi.il • Kmsni. max xa van * 
c ?a»» • tai2,2| • • M Y ' U m xsatarr xa anr x 
c 
isa van sac • i.aat 
isa aaxi M a • a 
isa ana rtaa :»r,rei) i m , saai. a 
is* own *« t u t fsr.aii) ar, aanxr. * a : i . i > , n t : i ,2> , r»«c. o : n n , 
1 OSiTTrt, n « l 
rsa 902ft »u» ;ax.*i i | ttcrcL, n w u 
xi" w r r» far - as«i *>i. •»», at 
30 
IM MM •« iw m .«*. MI SO M MI 
*n MM *Mii • »t».n * tvMtt 
TM M i l VMV - MB - IMC 
tm M M m t i 
T M M M * l • »lM|a.Mt» / M l t t f 
m N H M i r > * . § M • • 
tat M I S t • * 
XM M M « n f H • MfVf* * *«1.»> 
T M M I ? t f f i • M f 0 , n 
IM MM T|H • t M P . 1 
IM MM T | l | • * . 
TM MM I M • • . 
TM M*1 » • T t M * 
TM t * *2 W M i J * 1.MJI 
TM M M M t«1 I • I .XtM 
t t M l - MffTCl * t l H 
U?: aW"*" 
I M M M M * • »t • tf»» 
TM M M M M * > »PI • SMt - M t / M | - 1(1) 
XM M*» f a , t | • i H | / M 
I M MIT t t M l • ITIH / M t t n • f M M 
I M M i l IT |T | 1 | . * * . t . * | M M i l l 
TM M M « ( ! , » • | M i r * M*» / Kftll • 018.11 
XM **M t l > . » • • • • 
IM MfT M M MT 
TM M M i n t f t .n " tm» • t in / ai«t • r**c • Tin / t u n • erz.n 
x» MS* »»i nn • tinii - ti*.n - to.% • tit.n - im 
r« ••»» *:» • tr»,*t - tt*.« - ipf* • «•.» - *rn I M Mtz rtn • t o . n - tt«.n * »W TM M*T fin - to, 21 - ti*.n - tin 
I M M M eatt, t i t M * 
I M M M I t f W n H I , 1*1, M l 
II 
X) 
TM M*T 
X 
XM * *  1*1 
T V c i m m 
TM «*M m m u , i i - on,i» / op.ii 
I M M M inrwM.n • tn**t / * * ,2 i 
XM MT* M(1,1) • T | t 
I M M T I wf i .n • ttn 
XM MT* Mp,1> > Ttn 
TM MTI «»fi,n • tin 
TM * *7 * M t l i m • M t l f . 1 l 
IM ••?* tan an • M|i,n 
XM *9TS M*1X|ff| • M t l l . n 
XM 0*T» T*12|R) • M p , 2 t 
TM **T* «1 f |n • «H,»I 
XM •*?« onin - *n,2» 
XM * t M B*TI*1P,M • M f t M P . R I / M 
TM I N I MTX*2fl , I ) • qr*t»l|J,R| / M 
XM *M2 rftamrat • MCTCI 
T M * M I m m • ft 
TM K M smcrm • rwc 
* M <IM* 9*f.IT<*) • MAX? 
IM 0<m ST H ) • X 
I M I M T j t i c o n m 
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IS f • * * • 
IS» *aa* 
isa a«*a 
I S * N t t 
isa * * * i 
IM Mt* 
I * MM 
TR N W 
tsa a#*» 
r«a * • * » 
I S * f * *« 
I f * «taa 
??» «101 
I S t C1B2 
TSS *1*T 
I f * • « • * 
T « »1*5 
TSf • « • « 
TOT §1f» 
rst a t * * 
zsf * i * * 
raa * n * 
i f f a m 
TSf *112 
i f f * i u 
xsf * i « * 
isa i t * * 
Tsa a m 
isf a n ' 
isa a n * 
isa o n * 
ISf * 1 M 
T«* a 121 
isa ai2? 
xsa a 12 J 
i s * ai2» 
tra ai25 
tsa ai2» 
rsa * i r » 
i n * i 2 * 
rsa a i 2 * 
rsa * I J * 
isa • t t t 
isa a n ? 
ISA §119 
rsa at a* 
isa ais5 
isa o i * 
tsa a m 
isa a ia* 
tsw <m» 
isa o w 
rssr ot»i 
rs* <•»•? 
!5J 11»1 
tr» i i * » 
TS* 0»»5 
«ta»ni, i < 
aajai im. t < 
i n t u i t ) , x i • «•» 
£iE>. 1: » ' t « l 
BBWU*H», t • »«.«l 
mm*m . x « • n«l 
msKifti • i • • »••! 
ffarreitJ.D.t • i,s> 
• a * i , I M S . s t i i a . 
u w t i l l . 
T X C U , aaai 
t i n . 
«a 7 * « i 
• a t coarxaa? 
I * t * .ST. I ) W 14 151 
a t r r t « a a , i * * i | 
a s m t * * , m t ) 
*s r? t i a * , i n i i 
a * r r t l a t i t a t } 
aa t r t c a * , n r i | 
a » t * t p a , i * % i 
a m p , m t | 
a a m t * a , ' H * t 
wmt i a a , i i T i | 
a a r t t : a a , n a i | 
aaxrt r a a , u * i t 
a* * 2 i J • a, n a t - 2 
a j t r e { a c , t 2 i i t s T t » i , m T x a t z j , i » , t • »••» 
• 2 1 c—f iaa t 
a a i t i { a a , i * * i | 
a a t t t p a , 12211 
a* * w « • 2 , aaat. 2 
a t r t f | K , 12111 S T P I , 
a n cswnvar 
nm T9 at 
• 9 1 1 1 1 1 t a i . a n i atttaiT. atw. 
a n * t a i , « 2 i i a * i , a t u i , a>2, a c u 2 ,
a n a | a x , * ) i ) n a n M I , J • 1,121 
t n a tax,s3i i p a n a p t , * • 1,121 
r u e i f 1 , asn a n , f i a i m , t * i ,ao*i 
ao 5T« u • i ,a*a 
i • t o t f u i 
eftiL ao i ;aex«ar, a t a t a . a m , w a s , a * i t 2 , H I M , a n , a m i , 
' * I 2 , a t u z , axarr* . m n , i *o», I T * * , tat 
c a u u a a m a t a , a n , ? u s i . a i 2 , m * 2 , a x a * i i , M I T I , TXCBM 
M I S21 r > t , t 
12 • sraacd) 
C A U . e n * ; * . * , 12 , i . a , 1 . 11 
ae 511 * • i,aaax 
st * s t p i 
m ? - a a f t o i p . t i 
c a u c a a s t f i i , t 2 , s t i r , 1 , j • i t 
$11 coartaat 
c a u caatf a n 12 , i . * , w J I 
521 COaTTBC* 
cm c a m ie .a , a. a , i . a , &, i» 
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•:T.1 Jiljulatior .a-rec r. _&£cra*.rv v. a 
;=pu*er ~u= U3^J li^-ed or. the next three page- *s-r 
vrlf-v: -: . ~Ive - :.-. ^nd 2c : rails for Icaut teti'eer. ttat 
1C 
-1 ir.d -1 »ere rhorer. t: J-ilize the data of Ackley ar.d "avis, .-igure 
l,i. 1-" i zcdel of the flow pattern; algebraic and prograc variables are 
related Ir. the following table: 
Preeras 
variable 
TIME 
^.DKC 
;SATIC 
.-.Igebraic 
var iable 
Program 
var iab le 
El"4>sed time 
wher.. a sample 
was taken for 
counting, t 
DFSEXP 
HftlUF 
EH01 
ia.- flow r a t e 
for % single 
^orient unit 
EN02 
FHAC 
TIMBO 
Tone, of I t i n 
the in l e t a i r 
Atomic weight 
of t r a c e r 
Atomic weight 
cf bulk i o i i ne 
Algebraic 
var iable 
IS -* (experimental ' 
t!/« 
G 
ni 
f 
lime at start of 
exposure. In a 
run of successive 
sasples, TIMEO is 
set to -1 after 
the first sanple: 
this causes the 
program to set TIM5C 
to the previous 
sample time. 
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